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FORWARD

Curriculum development is a contarluous and unending activity. Responsible

and concerned classroom teachers and other duCators through their own initiative
'uhdertake activities directed toward the prosvement of .curriculum. In addition,,

from tim-e0..to time changes occur in the ocietaI context which provide speCial
impetus for seribus'and conel4ered'at ention to the questions of what ought
young people tO become7and'how can c rriculum contribute to the development of
valued capabilities.

In 1972, the Minnesota State Board of Education issued a. policy statement
indidating their commitment to the provision of equal educational opportunity 0

for all. The Board recoMMended that sex role stereotyping and all prgctices
which perpetuate sexual stereotyping in school programs be eliminated. The re-
commendation further indicatedthat action be undertaken to eliminate
sex bias from Curricular and insttucti nal materials used in elementary.and
secondary schools. In 1974, a 'contractual agreement was initiated by thesDiVIsion
of. Vocational-Technical Educition of the Minnesota State Department-of Education
with the Department of'Vocational-Technical Education and the Division pf Home
ECOnomics Education of the Uniyersity of Minnesota the purpose of developing
cuericular material's in home economics wnich would provide equal educational
opportunities for boys and girls at middle school/junior high schäol level.

Audrey Grote, Vocational Prograr nupervisor for Consumer Homemaking, served
as the representative of the State De,..:11--Tent of Education to the project..

Dr. Roxana Ford, chairperson of the Div1:-..on of Home Economics Education, Univer,-

sity of Minnesota, was director of the prect. Helen Henrie, instructor in
home eaonomiCs. education, University of Minnesota,"served as leader for the sev-
eral developmental phases of the project. Twenty-four junior high `s.chool home

economics teachers participated in the development, field trial and revision of
t,he units. Additional junior high/middle schooLteachgrs participated in.the
field trial of the units.
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DEVELOPMENT OF CURRICULAR MATERIALS

Selection of Teacher Writers:

)(Middle school/junior high school home economics eachers throughout the

state were surytd in 1974 to determine.theiT interest in :find need for cur- .

ricular materials in home esOtomics which would be free or _sex role stereo-

typing. A number of the iespondents indicated that the home economics pro-
gram in their schooi would be integrated during the 1975-76 school year. Further-

more, they expressed'a need for curricular materials which would present tasks
associated with home and family living as appropriate for females and males.
Approximatelp30 respondents indicated their interest in-participating in the
Home Economic curriculum development project at the middle school/junior high

school level. From this group, twenty-four teachers were identified to participate
in the development of materials and in the field trial of mateAals in co-
educational classeF.'

Decision to Develop Mini Units:

Data gathered regarding the,scheduling ot classes in home econOmics at the
middle school/junior high school level indicated that the semester.length offering
was most often used tor required and elective courses in home economics. The
second most frequentlk used scheduling was the year long course 4ollowed by tri-
mester and quarter length ofterings. .This data appeared to reflect the practice

of scheduling girls into home economics and boys into.industfial education."'
With the introduction of co-edutational classes.it seemed reasOnable to assume
that new courses would be of shorter duration in'order to atcomodate larger ,.

numbers of students in,the,same facilities and time frame. Forthermore, shorter
units of study seemed to be appropriately matched to ihe developmental interests
of early adolescents. Therefore, it was,decided to develop curricular materials
which co4d be taught in relatively short periods of time; thus.providing students
with opportunities to explore'several areas of study within a.6, 9, or 12 week
period of instruction. The term mini,unit was soined to describ'e'the short self--
contained curricular materials which would be.designed tO provide boys arid girls
learning opportunities in home economics.

Selection of Mini UriAs for Development:
0

Curriculum development invplves the consideration of,alternatives and the
making of choices among those alternative's. As curriculum is planned the following.

questions arise:
What changes in pupil behavior or capabilities ought to result.from the ex-'
periences which comprise the curriculum?

What knowledge, skills and attitudes are necessary for pupils to develop if
the objectives of.curriculum are to-be accomplished?

What approaches to learning will assist students,in accomplishing the ob-
.

jectives,of the curriculum?
What means can be used to determine whether students have accomplished the
objectives' of currliculum?

Answers to these 'questionsAnay be formulated in a varietilat waYs. For this'

project'the teacher-writers from various locations in the,state participated in

a Series Of-meetings at whicrate the follOwing basis for Ourriculum development
were examined:" conceptions..of the learner and. the learning process, developmental
characteristio0 of the early adolescent,- current satietal cOnditiops and purposes'

of the field O e economics. As a re'sult oT this study the following point of

'3
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- viklw regarding.the purpose of instrUction in home econ6Mics at the middle school/ .'

junior hfgh schoOl ldVel was developed. 4

It is assumed that individuals, both female and mnle, have the right to-
. -

full pelf-development. Furthermore, the individual is viewed as possessing the
'potential for the development of a variety of Capabilities. The individual is

considered an active agent in directing her or iis own development. Growth and
deyelopment of capabilities,ris believed to result when the individual interacts

With the environment. As the individual interacts with the environmene,'he or
She is capable of developing meaningful knowledge and Ofinterrelating And or-
ganizing knowledge. The developing persol i!S:cemisidered capable of.complex be-
havior involvingiconsidering ideas simultAleously, ordering them and adapting them

to meet new aituatiOns: This conception of the learner.as self-directing, .

poSsessing the potential fOr continuous growth and deyelopment, and capable of
exercising intelligence in coping with life cirowemsUnces appears to.be consistent
with a society which is dedicated to and depen&ent upon the development of free,

;rational, and responsible individuals.

,
Young people of:middle school/junior highsschool age.haye reached or are

approaching g stage of dravelopment which 'is characterized iv search for individual
identity, new levels of physiOal maturation, desire for group acceptance, and
the development of intellectual abilities related to probleM solving'and value
development.. The emergence of.these.characteristics has implications for.the

. development of curricularmaterials whicti will foster in students comprehension

of physical and social environment'in which they live. Furthermore, curricular

Materials whicti would
dents'abflity tO make
tively. ,

consistent with these capabilities would develop stu-'
formed and reaso d decisions and to execute them effec-

\

The,desirability of assisting yound
becomes more apparent in the context of
currently complex and ever-changing soc'
are few, if any, satisfactory ready made

Apple-at develop these capabilities
011ietal'conditions. .Individuals'in the

ligt face life situations for which there

Olutionst

Among e areas of living in which indilri duals are.required,to seek solutions

and assuMe personal decision making power are those which have as their focal
points peronal, fibme and family life. As individuals make personal decisions
and interaCt with family members, other individuals, and groups, conditions are'

produced which affect..t4pe well-being of those'involved. Furthermore, when indivi-
duals interact with objacts and materials which are related to the home.and per- .

form tasks associated with home and family living, conditions are produced which

affect tbe development of people. Simply stated, the decisions of individuals
regarding what to do and what,not to/do in the realms of pqrsonal, home and family
life result in conditions which may be'beneficial to the development of human
potenti,al or may be detrimental to,that.development. Witti, these ideas in mind

it was judged that curricular materials.-in home economics -at the Addle school/
junior high school leakel would fos1,..er self-development'and proyide for equal

educational- opportunit if they piovided opportunities for boys and girls to
consider the roles they may assume as family membeFs, consumers and wage-earners
in hoMe economics related occupatj_ons, and it they encouraged,boys and girls to

explore,decision making tasks relatedto personal, home.and'family living.

'The developmental characteristics of young people, current societal context
and knowledge of the field of.home economics, were used as guides in the identifi-
cation of decision making tasks likely to be expprienced by middle school/

junior high school students. Through a procesa of consultation whidh involved Audrey

Grote,.Hplen Henrie and the teacher-writers, 25 mini units'Nere selected for

.developmeht,
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The development and writing stage of:the project was carried on from August

1974, through March 1975. airing this time, materials underwent several revisions

and copies werayrepared for'field trial. Twentytwo units' were completely developed.

,
Arrangement for.field trial of the mini units were begun in'November 1974.

-A letter inviting participation in the field trial was sent to middle achool/

jUnior high school home ecoilomics teachers. To the group of 131.teachers who
responded indicating an interest in the field trial, 205 mini "bnita were distri
buted. At the close of the field trial in June 1975, ninetyfive units had been

returned with completed field trial data. Each of the Mini units had been used

with at.19ast one group of students. Several units were used in six to eight

classes.' The average number of field trials per unit was 3.80. A total of

3,566 stUdents participatedin the field,trial. Seventyeight percent were female
and twenty4wo percent were males. 'Ev4luations of the mini unit were completed

by the teachers and the students responded to an opionnaire. Responses from the

teachers And students were considered in thle yevision.of the mini units.

Revision of the mini units included the follOwirig activities. Evaluative

statements from the.field test teachers and students were summarized. A con
,ference was held with each teacher--%miter to examine the evaluations and -identify

further modifications which would enhance the units. The linal'revision of the

unitq-Was carried out by the project leader aRd'assistants.

.

Throughout the development of the mini units a conscious effort was made

to elithinate sex role.stereotyping. The decisionmakibg tasks and the related,
body of knowledge which are focal pointsof the mini units are those engaged

in bY females and males. Furthermore, all tasks are presented as appropriate fot

both men and women. Females and males are depictedlas successful and unsuccessful.
Members of both sexes are depicted in a variety of &les. The'major portion of

thaconceptual content related toA:hp various decision tasks applies equally to

females and males. For example, flean hands, Clean clothing and hygienio ;

practices reduce the likelihood of contImination of food. Alto, a obildis third

year is one of physiCal growth and development., '..Coordination Of large muscles

develOps and the child is capable of running;.riding a.trickcie, and carrying
large, lightweight objects. Small muscle coordination Also develops' and the,

child feds herself/4mself with greater skill and handles other objects with
'0

better coordination. When a difference in empirical knowledge occurs

and is related to sex,.. statements which describe orapiily to males and' females

are identified. ,

Tb7at of the Miini Unit: e"!

Each mini unit k3 composed of an introductor.page, the body of the unit,

and a section of support materitols. The iriiddudtory page.provides an overview of

the u6it, including.a brief desdription of the focus, of the unit, a statement of

rationale, the objectives, suggested grade.level, and an.estimation of the time

-required fOroompletion of instruction. The body.ofthe mini unit is composed

of three sections. The Concsptual Content contains: statements which identify,

the.concipts and generalizations which are relevant to the exploration and under
standing of the areas- of study and achievement.of the objectives. The Pupil.

Teacher Interaction describes, the particular approach to learning which is being,

suggested. The role pupils and teacher in carryingout the activities are
identified together witI the support., materials to be used. -The Support Material

5



section identifies by number and page the suggested materials Which can be

used in the pupilteacher interaction. In some instances, a copy.of the material

is provided and in other instances the material is to be secured from a source
identified in the reference section which appears at the end of .each mini unit.
araluation procedures are not included in the mini units as time did not allow

,$
for the development of this aspect of the materials.

The mini units are identified as level I or level II. Level I units provide
pasic,learnings in an arga and assume no prior rprmal educational experience on
the palp of the students. These mini units are suggested for grades 6 7.

Level II units extend learnings and introduce new learnings in various decision
areas. These units.are suggested for students in grades 8-- 9. The suggested
time required for completion Of a unit of study varies from 3 - 9 weeks. Units

which incorporate considerable laboratory experience require 6 9 weeks.,

9
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15
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Career Explcration;

Unit Tit,le: What Do People Du All Day?

Unit Focus: In an effort to allow young peorile
to explore lifestyles, this unit emphasizes an
investigation of those activities carried, on
within.the home, at one's chOsen occupation and'
during leisure time. The unit attempts to help
young people understand the relationship between
choices made and the resulting-lifestyle. Stu
dents are alerted to the personal power they,
can exercise to develop a desirable and satis.
fying lifestyle. An exploratio of home econo
mics wage earning occupations 4id the occupation

of consumerliomemaker are incl ded.
At

Unit Title: Lookiimg at Food Service

,1/4

Unit Focus: The focus of this unit ft the ex
ploration of various food Service occupations.
Through study trips and simulated experiences,

_students have the opportunity to become ac
Obtudinted with several occupations related to
the preparation and service of food in'quan
tity. Instruction is Tdanned to familiarize
students witb thosaareas of study which are
basic to 'several food service occupations.
Included are sanitation, service of food, safety,
_Job satisfactions and preparation for various,

jobs. :Basic food preparation techniques, use
.of equipment and cost control are included in .

the unit but are.not.major points of emphasis. ,

.Unit Title: Enjoying and Understanding Young
Children

,Unit,Focus: T14 care and guidance of young
children isthe theme of this unit. Direct

experience with preschool children is sUggested

as a primary learning experienc.e. -The activi
ties and procedures carrialci out with the chil
dren in the presehool are considered in terms
of their effect on the development of the young
child. Attention is directed to career oppor
.tunities related to chin care.

8

Suggested Time: 3 vieek 3.

Level: II

Educational Background: None

.required.

Suggested Time: 6 weeks.

Level: II

Educational Ba4ground: It is'
suggested that.this utlbe
taught to bays gi who have
a basic underst d ng of food
preparation and have some
familiarity with food preparation
from an experiential base.

Sugges ime: 6 9 weeks.

Level: II

Educational Background: None

required.



Ctreer Kx)lorritionl cOnt.)

Unit Title: John: Sewing and Sellink

Unit Focus: The.clothing industry is ilansd as

a vehicle to introduce students to thy Isconomic
system and the role of producers and consumers.

. An item mado from text-ile:i is selected by stu
dents and teacher to be produced in the class
room and sold. Students participate in making .

managerial dec1s1on1;.and perfor%taskp as pro
dUction Workers in a simulated factory. Joh

application:1, interviews, and timie work records
are completed hy students. Attention ia g(ven '

to satisfactions associated with various jobs.
Students haVe some opportunity to develop
s.ewing skills.

Clothin,g an(t .Textiles

Unit Title: Clothing Care and Repair

Unit Focus: Clothing sforage laundry and simple
repair. Attention to procedures and the effect
of procedures on tile-appearance and 'life of

,wearing'apparel.

. Unit Title: Personality, Lifestyle and 1

,Clothing

.

Unit Fpcus: Clothing selectioA for the indi
vidual is the central:theme of the unit. At
tention is given to the functions of clothing
and the influence of values in the process of

selectling clothing. An introduction to ward
robe planning is incorporated. Oppbrtunities
are provided for students to.examine and observe
actual fabrics and garments. These experiences
are used to develop understanding:of the elements
of color, texture and line as they relate to
clOthing design and selection.

12

Suggested Tine: ,6 weeks.

Level: II

Educational Background: It is

assumed that students have some
)0hckground in.cicithing con
struction,anb limited experienqe
in thb operation orthe sewing
maching., If Students have had
no experience, thC suggested
time should be extended 1 2

weeks.

Suggested Time: 2-- 3 weeks.

Level,: I

.Educational Background: None
rcquired.

Suggested Time: -.2 3 weeks.'

LeVel: I

Educational Background:
required.

Ncie



Clothing $544Teictiles (cont.)

Unit Title.: tbriSumer Clothing

t Focus: Alternative methods of acquiring
c °thing are explored in terms of resources re-,

4..jt.quired and problems or risks. involved. Knowledge
sprof the properties of textile fibers and informa-
' '.0.On-prOvidedby textile product abels are'pre

sented as resources useful in acquiring clothing
whether clothing is purchased ready-made or. self-.

consiructed. Indicators of quality ingatment-
, construCtion are identified,*nd students have

the opportunity ta,examine and compare garments
for quality of. construction. Att;lntion is.given

to factors which tffect pr:iceS,charged and t4e'
relationship of price and quality. Experiences
are provided which.encourage students' to relate
factual information to clothingsacquisition pro-
blems and decision making.

Consumer Behavior

Unit Title: Consumer. Decision Making .

Unit Focts: Consumer decision making.is ap-
proached as an activity directed toward the
satisfaction of:needs and one whiCh is influenced
by a variety of factors including the knowledge
and values of the consumer. It is suggested
that students select a cOnsumer decision mak-
ing project which car6serve as a point of re-
ference for the learnings incorporated in the

unit. Class activities focus on understanding
the -relationship of various.factors to consumer
decision making. Merchandising practices in-'
cluding packaging, labeling, advertising and
pricihg are studied aS well as other sources
of information available.to the consumer. Stu-

("dents have the opportunity to participate in
the several phases of consumer decision making.

A

13
10

411

(4\.0

Suggested Time: 3.weeks,:

Level: II

,..47.Eolucational Background:

required.

l

,41111

Suggested Time:

Level: II

- 4 weeks

Educational Background: None

required.

t`tsz



Consumer Behavior cont.)

Unit-Title: Dealiiig With Dollars Suggested Time: 2 - 3 weeks.

Unit Focus: The unit introduces students to
thk functions of money in meeting needs and
wants of individuals. Experiences in the unit
provide opportunities to develoP understanding
of such concepts as goals, values and resources
as they relate to money management behavior.
Sources of money .income and'practices which .

increase puXchasing power or extend mdney income
are among tlie concepts presented which enable

the student to examine her/his own mongsimanaie-

ment practices.

I,

..abalft;

Level: II

Educational-Background: None

required.

Unit Title: Metric Mind Suggested Time: 2 weeks.

Unit Focus: the unit provides a short and
basic introduction to the.metric system of

measurement. Ethphasis is on learning to think.

metrically. The majbr part of the unit in-
cludes understanding the basic units of measure-
ment in the metric system and their inter-
relationship. Students have some opportunity
to use the metric syptem in simple problems.
Activities in 'sections are designed to acquaint
the students with the use,of the metric system
in the role of consumer and homemaker.

Nutrition and Food Preparation,

Unit Title: Good Health througli Nutrition:
How Do 'You Measure Up? 4,

Unit Focus: The basid food nutrients and their
effect on the health and well-being of indivi-
duals is the central theme of the unit. Through

experiences in the unit, students have the op-.
portunity to become familiar with the6ReCommended
Daily..Dietary Allowances for the basic nutrients

ILof foods and the relationship of caloi4ie.
food sources for those nutrients. The-caloric

intake to calorie output is studied. As the nu.-.

trients are studied,-students-ifill either test
food samples for nutrient content or see.demon-
strations of tests for nutrients. Opportunities

are provided fOr students to taste foods which
supl5ly nutrients in significant amounts and to

determine from reliable source S. the nutrient and

Caloric value of foods.

11

4 14

Level: I or II

Educational,Background: None

required.

Suggested Time: 2 - 3 weeks.

Level:: I

Educational-Background: None

required.

1.



Nutrition and Food Preparation '(cont.)
_

Unit Title: NutritiOn: Buyi? 'and

e

Uni4Wocus: Therselection ,± foods, which will'

provIde adequdte nourishme is the 'focus of

this unit-. Factois Whicl}' nfluence food'

choices are identified. 1 e Recommended Daily

Dietory.AlloWance is oduced as a:.guide to

the selection of .f9ods. "Nutritional labeling,

food fads and fallacies, food adve isements

and food prices-are examined to de ermine their
usefulnes's in the selectioh.of foods which pro-
vide essential nOriets. Experiences incor-
porated in.the'unit prOvide opportunity for
students t6-observei'describe, differentiate,
compare, and.fbrmulate generalizations.

/ ,.,.

Unit Titleil Foods With Taate Appeal

/ .

Unit Focus: The unit prpvides anintroduction
to liparnings:which are basic'to the preparation
of foOds that are nutritious and appealing to
the appetite. Xlemonstrations, films and il-
lusirated presentations. are used to help students
dotrelop learnings related to nutrition, sanita-
tion, personal hygiene ,. safety,- standardized
'recipes, fOod preparation equipment and princi-
ples for the preparation of selected foods.
Laboratory experiences are suggested which will
provide direct experience with the various learn-7

ings.

Unit Title: Enjoying Outdoor Cookery

Unit Focus: Three types of outdoor food pre-
paration settings Provide an organizational
structure for student activities in the class -

-'rroom and outdoors. Principles of food storage,
preParation and serving areancluded in the unit.
Meat, vegetable andpasta Cookery principles
are presented with attention to adaptations to
outdoor facilities. , The preparation of quick

breads, desserts and beverages from recipes
adapted to outdoor preparation are included.
The basic nutrients and their functibns are
incorporated in the unit as various types of
food which_provide those nutrients are studied.
Laboratory lessons are interspersed throughout

the unit. It is suggested that several pre-
paration and serving,oxperiences be'performed
in the outdoor settings.

. 1 5

guggetted Time: 3 weeks.

Level:- II

"ducational Background: Learn-
ings in the unit assume previous
study of nutrition. ,

Suggested Time:

tevel:

I.

4 weeks:

%

Educational Background: None
required.

CY

Suggested Time: 6 weeks.'

Level: II

, 0

Tducational Background: This

unit is appropriate for students
who'have completed basic food
preparation and nutrition
courses.



Housing

L_

Unit Title: A Spacft for raving

Unit Focus: Tle aim of the unit is to develop
students' awar ess,of the environments in which.
they 4ive and 1,o develop their ability to modi
fy.those environments in ways.%thich will Satisfy
needs. Particular attenMon is directed,to such
aspects of environm as color, line
tpattern, arrang ment of/f rnishings, utiliza
tion of tpace ahd care .oq spice and furniture..
EXperiences are incorpo ted in which students
have the opportunity to sinulate choice, making

, .aneconsider effect7b Which-result from choices

made,

Personal Develomsnt

Unit Title: Grooming and You

Unit Focus: 'Personal appearance,,grooming
practices, and the,choice of personal grooming
practices.are foc6l -DOints of the unit. The

care of physical fea cluding skin,

hair, and nails, is st Experiences are

provided which illustrat he developMent-of

grooming practices over-time and the relationship
of selected practices to cultural norms and
physical health. The selection of personal care

products is used as a means of introducing 6tu
dents to consumer decision making.

Unit Title: Becoming a Person A Lifelong
ProcesS

Unit Focus: This unit is directed to helping
students-develop a realistic and favorable self
concept. Experiences in the unit encourage stu
dents to accept themselves and seek3opportunities
for grpwth and development of personal potential.
Individuals are prIpented capable
and able to exercise selfde ination in
regard to personal development. Contorming and
stereotyping as ways of behaving are examined
in terms of the probable effects on personal'
development. Students have some opportunity
to exercise independent thinking and express
personal ideas through value clarification and

communication exercises. 16

1

Suggested Time: 3 4 weeks.

Level: II

Educational Background: None
required..

Suggested time: 3 weeks.

Level: I

Educational Background: None
required.

Suggested Time: .2 3 weeks.

Level: I

Educational Background: yone
required.



Personal Develorment

b

q.
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(cont.) iir,,Y

/.4:

Unit Title: 'Making the MoSt of:Your Resources - 7 'Suggested Time: *2- weeks.-

I

phit Focus: This unit introduces students to the' ,

. I

, I

management process.
, The'meanings.of the con Level: I7 1

cepts, goals, re ourCes ahd values are developed'

as well as the ilterrelationships of these corl,
cepts in the several ptases of the management Educational Backgroandl None

,

process. Several activities in the unit pro i

required. .

vide opportunities.forztudents to work throughl
planning, controlling andevaluating phases of )

I

the

I
1

process.

I

.
..

. - .

,

Unit Title:
.

Understanding Yourself an Human0! . Suggested Time: 3 4 weeks.

Sexuality . l'

:

a

Level: IIUhit Focus: The unit introduces students to
sexuality as.apaft of human develophent.
tention is giVen to the physiplogiCal c9mponents
of sexual deVelopment and to the attitudes and,
feelings about sex which develop as individuals

,dature. The unit provides accurate information
regarding the physiological development of
sexuality in-females and males. .The various
modes-of sexual.behavior and the probable con
sequences of these behaviors areexamined.
EXperiences are incorporated which encourage the
student to think through possible courses:of.
action in regard to sexual behavior and Ole con
sequences of thoSe actions.

Educational Background:
required.

Unit Title: You arid Your Fami Suggebted Time: 3 6 weeks

I

I 1

Unit Focus: The unit is deSigned to enhancethe
students' understanding endiappreciation of the Eevel: I

family as a unit of interdePendent individuals
whose interactiOns result in environments which
affect the development andlwellbeing-of indi Educational Background: None

viduals, The unitattempts to develop students' required.

awareness of the potential/ Of families of
var3iing st'ructurep ;for meeting the needs of

family-members. /Alprobleh solving strategy
Is introduced as a!frameliCrk for tlie examInation,
and consideration Cf problems which family, mem
bers may experiende as they,interact with each
other. Students have the opportunity to select

a concern of interest toithem and work through ,

the problem solvi4 strategy in regard to that

concern. Communication,exercises and values

clarification activitieS are incorporated

in the problem solving strategy.

14
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Personal Development pont.)

Unit Title: Learning_to Care for Children

Unit Focus: The unit introduces the student to
the concept' of child care. Children from
infancy to'preschool age are presented as develop
ing individuals.. The responsibilities of the
child care person (baby sitter) and the proce
dures used' with children are cOnsidered in terms

of their effects on the welfare'and development
orthe EMployeremployee relationships
and'responsibilities are considered. An over
view of other careers related to the field of
child care is included.

:3!

.!"
f bti

°

Stith6t ed : 2k 3 weeka.'

Levelh I

°Educat,ional Back

re ,

18
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

-Pre-Teaching: Assemble pictures, drawings, and photo-
graphs of a variety of housing environments:

Transition: Axplain the procedure for brainstorming to
students. The teal% is for students to list, as quiCkly as%
they can, all of the different Vpes of housing or shelter
that people have used through the ages.

. Record responses on chalkboard.

Place or write the term "ENVIRONMENT" on the chalk-
oard, overhead, or flannel or bulletin board.

An environment is composed
of all the objects, conditions,
circumstances and influences
surrounding -and affecting
the individual either directly
or. indirectly.

Honsing (house, tent, apart-
ment, mobile home, cave,
room or Space within a
'room) is an environment.

Physical aspects of housing in-
clude the structure (size, shape,
form), materials (brick, wood,
plastic, snow), furnishings, co-
lors, lighting, odors, noises,
textures.

4,
The relationships that indivi-
duals have with each other are
called their social environnient.
The physical aspects of housing
can affect the relationships ..we
have with other people. The
relationships are alio affected
by the personalities of the indi-
viduals. , .

The physical environment
affects the feelings,
understanding, and thinking of
people. This aspect of the en-
vironment is called the psy-
chological aspect.

Explain the mianiag of tlie term. Select one of the kinds
of housing suggested by students to illustrate the con-

..., cept: i.e., conditions experienced by cave dwellers, cover-
ed wagon dwellers, sod house-dwellers, high rise dwellers.

Show pictures of types of housing being discussed. En-
courage students to describe physical aspects of several
types of hoUsing. ,
Ask: What aspects'or partaof a dwelling would be includ-
ed in.4.he physical environment?

Pre-T ehin g: Prepare materials for simulated environ-t
ment activity. Mark an area, 8' by 9' on the classroom
floor with masking tape. The area should be visible to
all students.

Transition: Housing environment is more than the phy-
sical features and /or objects that we can sense. To un-
derstand, the other aspects of an environment, we are
going to do several activities. ,

Direct students in the aCtiVity and encourage them to
identify 'the physical, social, and psychological aspects
of the environment.

S.

Pre-Teaching: Prepare copies of My Environments. .

Transition Familiarize students with My Environments.
Read through directions and illustrate with personal
examples.

When students have completed the form, ask: What en-
vironments do you experience?

2 1
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

Environments can be consider-
ed in terms of the extent to
which individuals have control
over the environment and have

t the riight to change or modify
the environment.

Those spaces over which an in-
dividual has direct control, such
as her/his room, backyard, lock-
er, or car are private and p -

sonal environments.

Those spaces over which we )
usually do not have direct con-
trOl, such as a store, park, or
school, are public spaces. These
spaces are shared with other
people.

The several parts of a housing
environment (physical features,
social environment, and psychci-
logical environment) have
effects on the people who ex-
perience or live in that environ-
ment.

The housing environment can

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION.

Record resAnses.-

Select one example which is a private space (i.e., bed-
room) and one which is public space (i.e., schoolroom).
Ask: Who is in charge this erwircinment? Clarify mean-
ing of public and pri space. Write.the terms on the
chalkboard. Direct students to identify other spaces
Which arc public qr private spaces.

Teaching: Pjepare copies of My Favorite 'Housing
onment.

..., Collect magazines, catalogues, and other illustxations
which students may use to depict a favorite hous
vironment. (Students may wish to complete their own
drawings.) ../
Transition: Familiakize students with the concept of a
favo 4 housing environment. Describe a favorite envi-
ronmntnt in 'terms of physical, social, and psychological
aspects. .

4.. ,

Guide students ul describing a favorite housing environ-
inent. Descriptions may combine pictures and words.

Provide oral or written feedback to students which will
help them consider the aspects of the environment which
help tO make it a favorite environment.

How much time do you spend in this environment? Do
you stay in this environment for more than an hour at
a time? Would you if you could? What is the best thing
about the environment?

4 Pre-Teacking: Order The Home: An Environment for
Human Growth."

Transition: Environments which are selected as favorite
environments help us to do things which we enjoy or
need to do in order to be happy.

The structures and spaces in which we live and call houses
or homes sometimes help us to do things which we need
to do to-remain alive and well. Sometiines they help us to
do things which add _to our enjoyment.

As we view the slides, consider the needs which are being
met. .

Following the filmstrip, identify and clarify the relation-

22
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

be used to meet certain needs
that individuals experience.

Physical needs are tho needs
which are biological in 'nature
and must be satisfied and main-
tained for the body to function
properly. The need for fciod,
clothing, shelter, rest end sex-
ual expression are physicel
needs.

Security or eefety needs are
those which seek to free the in-
dividual from threatening or
dangerous situations. The need
for security includes both free-
dom from physical danger and
psychological fear.

Belongingness or love needs
include a desire to have close
relationships with individuals
and groups in which rapport,
empathy, sympathy, kindness
and mutual trust exisi. -

\
Self-esteeln needs include a de-
sire for individual achievement,
competency, independence and
freedom.

PUPIL-TEAtHER INTERACTION

ship of home emvirbnments to need satisfaction.

Pre-Teaching: Prepare tape recording of Thoughts of a
House.

A

or

Review and modify case studies from The Home: An
Envirowent for Human Growth.

Transition: The case studies tell us something abotit the
way in whiCh flitnilies use housing.

What appears to be most hnportaht to individuals in each
situation?

Pre-Teaching: Assemble magic markers of various colors.
and large sheets of paper 3' x 3'. .

Divide students into grou of 4-7. Provide each group
with a sheet of paper an. arking pen.

Transition: Individuals and/or groups f individuals who
share a common environment often are involved in acti-
vities wl?ich are designed to change the environment to

'better meet their nteds. ,

In the next few minutes, list on- th sheet of paper all
of the activities which individuals 'ght undertake to
make their environment better mt their needs.

Self-acutalization refers to the
human being's desire to devel-
op to her/his fullest potential.
The need is initiated by a de-
sire to grow psychologically,
creatively and productively.

Cognitive needs are those in
which a,person has a desire to
know, to understand and toes-
plain elements of life. Cogni-
tive needs may be exhibited as%
curiosity and search for know-
ledge and meaning.

Aesthetic needs are descriked
as a desire for order, symetry,
and beauty.

Cleaning tasks can provide a
germ-free environment which

w time for students to list activities.

If studen,Ø apptar to have difficulty with the task; ask;
What activities-Aire done every day to change the envi-
ronmenet into one which meets your needs?

What things are done weekly? monthly? when seasons
change?

What things do other people do to make the environment
meet needs?

Examples:
dusting
painting
cleaning floors
washing windows

Display,student charts.

repairing broken steps
arranging furniture
acquiring new furniture
refinishing furniture

Ask: Which tasks seem to be similar? Why do those
tasks belong together?

Encourage students to form groups of similar taska and
identify basis for grouping.

Continue to explore the purposes toward which the sé-
veral tasks are directed. When several different major

23
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

simuld safe-guard persons'
tealth.

Ordering and arranging tasks
rAikv provide an environment
more suited to particular work
or activities. Individuals will
experience a sense of accOm-
plishment rather than frustre-
tionastvgoabouttbeir work,

Repair tasks can provide a safer
\ environment in which to live

end wofk.

Changing color and pattern in
a space may provick a level of
stiinulation suited to the activi-
tierwhich go on in the rooni.

Mani$, activities allow an indi-
vidual to express something
about her/himself.

The tasks or activities are direc-
ted toward providing an envi-
ronment which will contribute
to the well-being of people.

.410.

:
.-

PUPILIKACHER INTERACTION

goals have been identified, explain that ople are notk
alwiys satisfied with the results of th efforts. Cite
personal example or ask students to,dlve examples.

For example, a persoirrearranges furjiture and then fin
it inconvenient for several activities.

Someone paints or decorateta room Ld fmds the eolOr 7.too stimulating.

aft

Pre-Teaching: If possible, secure the use of a spot light
and colored filters or prepare colored slides using Vis a
Via colored marking pens on_acetate film. Mount in slide
frames.

Color settings might include:
yellow - full intensity, high value .

purple - medium intensity, high value
green - low intensity, low value
red - low intensity, high value

-Provide each student with card and pencil.

Transition: Today we are going to try to experience
color and become sensitive to our feelings. in environ-
.ments which are different colors.

1
On the card write w ors- *ch describe your feelings in
the different coldred Sittin

Darken the room and use the colored filters to produce a
number of color settings.

As students experience the color settings, ask: How do
you feel? What activities might you want to do in an en- .
vironment this color?

or

In the regular classroom, ask students to close their eyes
andimagine that they are in a small enclosed space, such
as a closet, which is full of each of the colors.

2 4
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COP4EPTUAL CONTENT

Some colors tend to.have the
effect of-stimulating activity in
individuals. -

ficiine colors tend io have the
effeCt of calming individuals
and de not stimulate activity.

The primary colors are red,
blue, and yellow.Other colors
are made by mixing these co-
lors.

Related colors are those that
share a common hue or color.

Orange Wrelated
yellow. Yellow is re
green and orange.

Contrasting colors are those
that do not share a common
color.

Yellow is not related to pur-
ple, blue, or red.

The quality of color which
is sensed as lightness or dark-
ness of a color is called value.

Light or high value colors are
produced by adding white to
the color. .

Dark or low value colors are
produced by adding black to a
.color.

The quality of a color which is
sensed as brightness or dullness
is called intensity.

r.

4

PUPIL-TEACHOVNTERACTION

Show the paiticular color and ask students to think abeut
the activities they would feel like doing in that tolore&
setting.

Share orally some of the ents' reactions to the color-
ed settings.

Encourage student& trg'iummarise their ideas. Direct
attention to the relationship of tolor to the level of acti-'
vity in the tasks identified and to the individual variation'k,

)/hi activtty identified. 1

Pie-Teaching: Collect paint samples of iiriniary colors
plut white and black, a plastic egg carton (for mixing co-
lors), water, and a large surface on which fo paint.

Transition: We have experienced color in one way and
have some ideas regardinetheeffect of color on the kinds
of activity which a person might choose to carry out in
that colored environment.

Let's look at color in another way.

Mix the colors and illustrate the relationship of the hues
to each. other. A color wheel may be produced as aTesult
of this-exercise.

Asidtudents t identify related and unrelated colorsrJ

Illustrate the concept of value in color by inixin. g both -
high and low values of a particular hue. Paint on paper
so students can see the differences in value.

Ask: Which of the colors attract and hold your attention?

Refer to the color wheel. Explain-the inherent value of
the colors in their,pure form. For example, yellow is a
higher value than blue.

Describe colors visible in the room in terms of hue and
v§lue.

-Mix colors to illustrate variation in intensity of colors.

Encourage students to describe the intensity of the colors

251
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

intensiOy colors or birght
colors have had no complenient
added.

Dull dr low intensity colors
have hid a complement added.

The housing enviromnent is
uSed by individuali as aplace to
carry out a nunTher of tasks.

The Wald vary id the amount of
physical and mental activity re-
quired:

Some tasks requinephysical ac-.
tivity.

Some tasks require mental ac-
tivity and concentration.

.

Some tasks require little or no
:Activity. These tasktrequire in-
actility.

,The level of stimulation pro-
duced by colors and color com-
binations can 6e varied. .

Colors which are. greyed (not
pure) low intensity decrease the
level of stimulation.

Colors of low value (dark)
decrease .the ievel of stimu-
lation.

A low level of stimalation in
the enyironment promotes rest
and relaxation.

Colors which are pure or full

0'

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION . .

as they are mixed.. *

,

Using the colored Objects and surfaces visible. in therOom, .

ask theitudents to describe the intensity of the-colored
object.or spate.
. .

PreeTeaching! Diilde students into pairs. Prepare an en-
velope for eaclaét of students dontainingseparate slips
of paper mit which are writterfa variety of activities which
are carried o tin housing environments. .

,Id!

.
.

_

. fOr example, sleeping; listening to records and/of
radio, talking with, friends,
playing musical instrument,
writing letters. .

eatingttYPIng,-,../
ing ctieck book,

Include activities of various members of the household.

Transition: In the envelopes are slips of paper on rhich
are listed various activities. Some of these involve
cal movement; others involve mental activity. -

Place the tasks in groups which are similar..

Encourage students to group tasks which are simil on
the basis of tyPe and level of activitY. .

Is the body:active? Is the mind concentrating?

Guide students in Torming groups of activities which
are similar in regard to level of activity and type of ac-
tivity.

Have students ridd other activities which they carry out
to the appropriate groups.

Pre-Teaching: Collect a varietY of colored papers, paint
Or samples, colored fabrics, paintings, or cplored pictures.

(Items will be used to stimulate students,' consideration
of color concepts and effects produced by color.)

Toinsition: Explain and illustrate with pictures of actual
'housing environments,the relationship between color, the
level of stimulation provided, and the effect on activities
of Human beings.

For example, hospital rooms usually are painted and de-
corated in low intensity colors. Drive-ins often are paint-
ed and decorated in light, bright colors.

2 6
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

intensity increase the level of
stimulation.

'Colors which are of high value
(light) increase the level of stim-
ulation.

The high level of stimulation in
the environment promotes phy-
sical activity.

A medium level of stimulation
in the environment promotes
mental activity and edncentra-
tion.

Color can emphasize or camou-
flage objeCts or aspects of an in-
terior environment.

Contrasting color combinations
are prdduced by combining co-
lors which vary geatly in value
and/or intensity. Objects or
parts of an interior are empha-
sized when contrasting colors
surround it.

Hues themselves are contrast-
ing if they do not share a com-
mon hue. Contrasting hues
emphasize features of a room
cor space.

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

Encourage students to think about the colors in one of
. their environments. What relationship is there between
the colors, the amount of stimulation provided, and the
kinds of activities which go on in the environment?,

Pre-Teaching: Prepare copies of Color an Environment.

Provide colored materials which ptudents may utilize to
. complete the Color an Environment activity.

Transition: Familiarize students with (2t)lor an Environ-"
ment activity.

As students work, encourage them to describe colors in
terms of the value and intensity of the color.

Assist students to differentiate between personnal pre-
ference for a color and the effect it may produce in stim-
ulating activity.

Share student selections and reasons for selections.

Pre-Teaching: Develop descriptions of housing environ-
ments and individuals who want to change the level of
iitimulation in a given room or area.

For example: A dining area is being changed into a fa.
mily toozn. The walls are beige and the rug is dark brown.
The rug cannot be changed. The walls and draperies can
be changed in color.

Transition: Pose problems to students which will allow
them to selectolors of varying hues, ifalues, and inten-
sities which wbuld provide the appropriate level of stim-
ulation.

Share student selections and reasons for selections. En-
courage students to describe colors in terms of the value
and intensity of the color.

Pre-Teaching: Collect illustzations of the conceptual
content and identify illustrations of thosk ideas in the
color schemes in the classroom and school uildings or
public buildings that students might know. The students'
solutions to problems in the preceding exercir may be
used as illustrations.

Transition: Explain and illustrate content with pictures
and real illustrations farailiar to students. Students may
cite eXamples they are familiar with which illustrate con-
tent.

't-,2 7
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-CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

Features or objects whether
rooms or space are camouflaged
if they arc...similar in hue, value
and itensity to the background
area.

The moods or feelings associat-
ed with colors are due the
association of color ture,
for example, feelings o warmth,
or coolness.

Other meanings associated with
a particular color are learned

Ideas and Vfer because of in-
dividual erience.

Texture refers to the surface
quality of objects, material', or
substances.

The surface quality may be
sensed through touch and
Through sight. Texture refers to
how a material feels and the
manner in which light is reflect-
ed from it.

Surfaces which are smooth and
shiny in teFture reflect light
and stimulate the sense of sight

Surfaces which are rough and
dull do not reflect as much light
and do not stimulate the sense
of sight to the same degree as
those that reflect light.

Attentiorris more readily at-
tzacted to smooth, shiny sur-
faces than to rough, dull sur-
faces.

11,

tyPIL-TEACHER.INT-ERACTION
No

Pre-Teaching: fillrniect arid identify within the classroom
objects of varying textures.

Transition: Display several objects. Direct students' atten-
tion to objects.

Ask: What words describe the appearance of this object?

Record responses.

Blindfold several studehts and have them touch the same
or shier objects and describe the objects.

Record responses.

Compare the words in the descriptions and point out
those that refer to texture. Assist students as they devel-
Op simple de5nition of texture.

Pre-Teaching: Assemble several objects or surfaces of
similar color (hue, value, and intensity) which' have differ-

., ent textures.

Transition: Ask students to identify the object which is
noticed first and its texture.

Repeat activity several times to illustrate the relationship
of texture to stimulation and attraction.

Ask students to examine objects in the room and group
them as stimulating or less stimulating.

Share ideas and clarify effect of texture on power of at-
traction and stimulation and the relationship of color and
texture to stimulation.

Pre-Teaching: Collect snples of wallpaper, fabrics, floor
, covering, and other tyiles of patterned materials which

might be used in interiors.

Each student will need a sheet of paper and a pencil.

Transition: Draw a line.

Look at the line. What direction does it take?

The eyes are carried across spaee` by a_ line.

144
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CON PTUAL CONTENT

Line is part of every housing en-
vironment. Line is sensed by the
eye and influences the move-
ment of the eye from point to
point.

Lines which are unbroken and
continue in a direction tend to
be restful (horizontal and ver-
tical).

Linea which are braen and
change direction ten to stim-
ulate the movement of the eyes
snd arei exciting or less restful
(diagonal', curves).

Lines 4N3 combined to form
also vary in the

itimula on which they, pro-
vide.

Color,
:ombin
which
thysi
n8.

:ombin
:War le

xture, and line are
in the materials

used' as part of the
environment in hous-

may be selected and
to provide a parti-

1 of stAmulat4on.

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

Besides indicating direction, line also produces feeling or
mood.,Draw a line that gives you a feeling of excitement.
You may 'need to experiment,

Can you think of ways. in which line is used in life to pro-
duce feeling? Let's list your examples on the chalkboard.
(Poisible examples: the arched door of a church that
gives a feeling of space and dignity, the sunset on the hor-
izon which gives a feeling of restfulness and tranquility.)

Arrange groups of items on the basis of the type of line
in the pattern and the level of stimulation provided.

Show students several other samples and have them con-
sider the level of stimulation and the lines which create
that particular level of stimulation.

Pre-Teaching: Airangi for the use of a flannel board,.
bulletin board, or other surface, approximately' 24" x
18". Divide the space into smaller areas of surface 'visible
in a room.

accessories

curtains, draperies

upholstery or fabric

7.10,1d

ceiling

walls

floors

Assemble materials (paint, wall coverings, floor coverings,
fabrics, etc.) appropriate for decoration of interiors.

_
Develop a description of rooms and activities carried out
in these rooms. f
Transition: Divide students into pairs or small groups.

29
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----CONCEITTUAL CONTENT

Color, texture, and line are
combined in the materials which
are used as part of the physical
environment iri housing.

Materials may be selected and
combined to provide a parti-
cular level of stimulation.

The control of a given space is
likely to be shared with other
persons who use the spice.

Furnishings are those physical
objects in space which can be
shapedvr moved to provide for
activities.

Furnishings which permit or

pUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

Give each group a room description.

Guide the students in creating an environment appropri-
ate to the activities carried out in the room.

Materials selected by the students may.be displayed and
students may consider the effects produced. ,

Pre-Teaching: Prepare copies of Space, Activities, Fur-
nishings.

Transition: Another part of every physical environment
is the space enclosed in that, environment. We are going
to study the space h an environment. Let's begin by
looking at the space in the.classroom.

The teacher may wish to illustrate the conceptual content
by describing how the classroom is used for a number of
different activities and how different individuals have
control over the spaces and activities.

For example:
Teacher - general area, lights, arrangement óT displays,
desks, etc.
Pupils - area around their desks, other work areas, lock-
ers, etc.
Custodian - the total room at some time

Familiarize students witlicthe Space, ActiAty, Furnishings
ftactivity.

Direct students to select an enclosed space they have in
their home in which they carry out many activities and
have some Power to control. It may be a room or shared
room or perhaps part of a workrclom.

Students inay also be asked to list the activities which
they carry out in the particular space, i.e., sleeping, dress-
ing, entertaining friends.

Call students' attention to the second column which is
titled "furnishings." If students' concept of furnishing is
limited, illustrate the idea with some examples from the
classroom, i.e., desk, chair, table, etc. A closet is not a
furnishing, since it cannot be moved.

4

Pre-Teaching: Collect pictures of different types of beds
or chairs.

Transition: Teacher and pupils in a large group may ex-
plore an activity such as sleeping and a basic piece of fur-
niture which wOWilhelp to iChieve third ac-Witir:Shiiii a
picture of a single bed which might be similar to the type
found in students' homes. Is this bed functional? Would
this bed be satisfactory or help you to carry out the

1441
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cONOPtiim. CQNTENT

helpiiidi*luals in the accom-
plishment of acvities or goals
arifim 'nal.

Whethet pecific item or type
Of furrflahin 111 be functional
Oepends upon:.

;

f the general; purpose or the
function NyOich is to be
Served; spetific require-

, ments whi* the individual
may havrei, for the way in
which thii fitnction will be
met; and

the nature of the fixed
area in which the furnish-
ing will need to function.

A variety ,of alternative fur-
nishings cap' be used to carry
outa particular activity.

When spaces are equipped with
functional furnishings, the sa-
tisfaction derived from living
in that space may be increased.

When furnishings which are
used together in carrying out an
activitv are arranged near each
other, efficiency in completing
the activity results.

PUPIL-TEACHER *INTERACTION

sleetking, resting activities? Why? Would it be helpful
(functional) for an infant three ,months old, one year
old? Why or why not? Would it be functional for an older
person? Would it be functional if you lived in a tent or
an,igloo? Why?

What can we say about furnishings which are functional?
What makes a furnishing functional? Useful?

SUPPORT_
MATERIAL

Pre-Teaching: Prepare transparency, flannel graph or S.M.8
drawing to illustrate the room and furnishings describ-
ed in the case study.

'

Transition: Introduce the case study. Read description of
the room and the occupants. Illustrate various ssPects of
the case study as they are read.

Ask: What did you notice about the furnishings and the
occupants' use of the room?

In your opinion is the arrangement satisfactory? Why?

What change might' make the spa* and furnishings more
satisfactory?

Pre-Teaching: Assemble pencils and rulers.

Transition: .We have had the chance to observe several
persons' use of a described space. Today, we want to be-
gill to look at a spacethat you have some controk over
add feel is yours.

Direct students to make a sketch of simice they identified
earlier in Space, Furnishings, Activities. (S.M.6)

The drawing need not be in scale at this point. Note: Di-
rect students to use the entire page to make the drawing.

You--may need- to-ilhaitrate-on-the-overhead- projector_
with a clear transparency.

Ih_e drawing should include placement of doors, win-,

14-12
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CONCEPTUAL CONTENT' PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

Some activities which are car-
ried out in fixed spaces (within
walls) require privacy or the li-
mitation of interaction and
communication 'among people.

Some activities which are car-
ried out in fixed spaces (within
walls) require interaction and
communication with people.

Interaction and communication
can be limited by the arrange-
ment of furnishings in a manner I)
that individuals cannot see or
hear each other.

Activities which are unrelated
and require different levels
or degrees of interaction are
likely to be more effectively
carried out when they can
be separated either br loca-
tipn or time.

dows, closets and any other features which are a part of
the structure of the space. As students work at the
sketches, you may wish to talk with each student about
the sketch and check to be certain the necessary parts are
identified.

Students can take the sketches home and Measure the
size of the room, door, windows, closets and write these
dimensions on the sketch.

Measurements can be rounded to the nearilt foot or six
inches. Illustrate how to estimate the site of the room
and furnishings if student has no measuring tool. (A string
stretched from the tip of the nose to the outstretched tip
of the fingers is approximately one yard long. A step is
approximatelystfiree feet in length.)

Students can complete a scale drawing of the space in the
following class period. _

.tPre-T aching: Students will need to have their copies of
Spree, ctivity, Furnishings.

-.' Oider our Space and Mine: A Behavorial Approach to
Environments..

Transition: Refer students to the activities.listed on
Space, Activity, Furnishings.

. Ask: Which of the activities require interaction ,with
other people?

Which of the activities require privacy or limited com-
munication and interaction?

How can arrangements be made to provide for the type
and level of interaction needed?

View the filmstrip.

Summarize the major ideas presented.

Refer students to the scale drawing of their space.

SUPPORT
--MATERIAL-

S.M.13

Identify areas of activity which require different levels
of stimulation and interaction with other people.

Is the room arrangement suited to the types of activity
which are carried out in the space? Why? Why not?

,
Pre-Teaching: Assemble copies of 1/2" icale representations S.M.9
of furniture and envelopes for furniture when cut out.

Transition: Guide thestudents in the placement of fur-
nishings on their scale drawings.

Trace the traffic patterns which occur as the space and
' ftimishings are used to complete activitiesl-Colored pen-
cils may be used to differentiate different traffic patterns.

32
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I ICONCEPTUAL CONTENT '71
.

Funitt,tre 'fwihich is arranged to,
ptovide adaquate space for
opentrig doors tci the room o
storage sbe is likely to be
a satisfying arrangement.

Furnitare which is placed to
allow moliement into 'and
around the space is likely to be
satisfying.

Furniture, which is grouped ac-
cording to use is likely to pro-
duce a satisfying arrangement.
Items used together are grouped
together.

Arrangements which eliminate
unused or unecessaty items are
likely to be satisfifing.

Many iEems which have no ap-
parent order may overstimu-
late the senses and produce a
.sense of frustzation and tired-
ness.

INTER4CTION

conrag/ insiu ali/its to iclentifY satisfying arrangements
d tImae will might made more satisfying.

Orderliness or neatness refers
to the placement of objects or
items in a pattern, order, Or
designed arrangement.

Orderliness is produced when
items or objects are organized
or arranged on the basis of a
commonly shared quality or
principle, such as
use
material ownership
and combinations of these and
other characteristics.

When there is orderliness or
neatness in the arrangement of
objects or items, a sense of
spaciousness can be created.

Larger areas of open space
and fewer items to attract
attention produce a restful
'environment.

'Cleanliness refers to freedom
from dirt and impurities.

A, vanety of tasks are carried
putto keep spaces and furnish-
ings clean,

at ides!, can be OEM' to guide die arrangement of fur- r-
1

MP"I
I

Ba*Kle and spaciousness may be considered. Work with
individual students through questioning to assist them in
identifying guides for furniture arrangement.

.1 Pie-Teaching: Prepare transparencies of space and fur-
/ hishings to illustrate clutter and lack of order.

Clutter may be illustrated by adding various shaped cut-
outs to 'the transparency. Cutouts can be made from
opaque materials or from film which can be colored. The
latter would more easily depiit piled up clothing, maga-
zines, etc.

Transition: Direct attention to the transparency.

Ask: How do you think you might feel if you were to
live and work in this space?

What are the arguments for and against a space or envi-
ronment like this?

How would you react to a park that appeared as clutter-
ed as this room?

How do you react to a room that is orderly?

What are some general guidelines that might be used to I

make the room appear more spacious?

Pre-Teaching: Identify books in the classroom which hav
sections devoted to cleaning and maintaining space and
furnishings.

Prepare student survey Things I Do To Take Care of
Space and Furnishings.

Transition: Stuirey students regarding their experience
and responsibility for cleaning and maintaining their
home environment. .

Summarize findings for the total class.

Ask: How often is this task completed? /

How much time and energy is needed to do the task?

What are the reasons for doing each of the tasks? '

With the assistance of the students, select a number of
cleaning tasks to study in greater detail.

Allow students to select tasks they would be interested

3 3
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*0.

'CONCEPTUAL ciinrigNT

Cleaning tasks are &Me to keep
space and ftirniture free from
germs' and dirt. An environ-
ment free from dirt and germs
is more likely to maintain the
health of people using the
space. '

Cleaning tasks are done to add
to the life of the materials and
furnishings in the environment.

Cleaning tasks are done to add
to the feeling of satisfaction
people experience when they
are in the.space.

PUPIL-TEACHER INTERACTION

to studying. Studenti might work in teams or as indivi-
duals.

Tasks or Amble= which might be investigatediM sug-
gested in the support material.

The teacher might act as a cOnsultant to the groups and
coordinate their reports to the total clus. Demonstra-
tions might be given by students and teacher.

As the demonstrations and reports are presented, iden-
tify occupations which utilize the skills and ikervices
being demonstrated.

3 4
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S. M. 1 SIMULATED ENVIRONMENT-ACTIVITY 114

Assume the following housing situations, a home, a space of 9 x 8 feet within-

that home, the furnishings and.objects necessary to carry out the activities

listed below.

Arrange space with items needed for activities.

Each scene can be enacted for 1 3 minutes or longer, depending on the

students' Characteristics.

At the conclusion, of each scene, collect information to complete the chart.

The teacher may record on chalkboard .or larger chart.

The following questions are suggested to stimulate ttudent thinking.

1. What are the physical aspects of this environment?

2. Describe the relationship or interaction.you had with the other people.

3. Were you able to carry out the activity? How did you feel ibout the

ituation? Were you able to Concentrate on what you were doing?
Summary: What effect did the physical, environtent have on your ability to do

the task? What effect did the other people have on your ability to cook-

plete and enjoy the task?

Choose someone for each of the activities listedbelow.

;Scene I: Talking on the 'telephone with a friend

Resding (Select something interesting.to you..)

Scene II: 'Sweeping, dusting, and general cleaning of area

Continue with ac
tivities in I and
add those suggested.

.8cene III: Practicing dribbling a basketball or doing
jumping jack exercise or similar physical

Continue with ac activity

tivities in II and
add those suggested.

Continue all for 4 minutes.

Scene Physical Aspects Social Aspects Ptychological

of the Environment of the Envionment Aspects

I.

35 14-16



S. N. 2 MY ENVIRONMTS

Where have you been? Where do:you go? What are your environments? Retrace

youE, footsteps for a day in your life, perhaps today, to find the answer. As

yoethink of each place, sketch a symbol to represent your environments, one

per footprint. Cr, Just write a word in each. One footstep might have a

bed in it, another a kitchen. The next one might show a car or bus and then

a school or classroom. Think of where you've been and what makes up your

environments.

14-17.



3.14. 3 MY FAVORITE HOUSING ENVIRONMENT

Consider all of the housing environments you have experienced. Mhich is your

favorite? What do you like about it? How do you feel when you are in it?
Close your eyes and concentrate; picture it in your mind.

Now describe this favorite environment. Mhat are its p eical aspects? color,

shape, size, materiAls, objects? What are.its social a ects? Is it people-
packed or private? Do you think in that environment?. Us words, pictures,
or sketches to tell about this environment.

37
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S. M. THOUGHTS OF A HOUSE

I'm a house. Some people may see only wood, bricks, and plaster when they

look at me, but I'm much more than that. I'm a home with feelings and con,-

cerns for the people that live within my walla. When ydu think of a house

you probably think of only the shelter that it provides. It is true that

shelter is very important and that people must hare a place for protection,

a place to reit and get well, and headquarters fol. family,life. / guess you

could call these my foundation stonee, for.if these things are not met,

people are not interested in the other benefits that I can provide. Once I

have filled the physical needs of my inhabitants, I go to work satisfying

ot(her needs.

O.K. So you are asking yourself, ."What dbea this,place really do for people?"

Perhaps I'll explain my work better by telling you about two families that

have lived within my walls. The Nelsons and Locks had very d4fferent ideas

about what was necessary to havea eatistying life.

The Nelsons did some interesting things to meet their needs. Etch room of

my interior was spotless. They *pulled out the cabinets and installed a dish-

washer. They also arranged the kitchen so that there was adequate storage

fOr everything. They changed some ofthe apace do that each of their four

children had a room of her/his (Wile They felt that privacy was an important

46 part of their children's needs.' Akisi.also Very important tothe Nelsons
that each member of the fwaily have an understanding of who he/ihe was and

what he/she wanted out Of life& (These needs are considered to be psycho-

logical.) me. Nelson found expression by working on my lawn and creating

beauty with flowers and shrubbery& The young Nelsons grew up and left home

under my guidance. me. and mes. Nelson found they no longer needed my

spaciousness to fulfill their family's-needs and moved.

The Locks were my next residents. My, how things changed! The Locks were

vary social beings. My walls were always'filled with family and friends

taking pert in same activity. I!m still clean, but not free from clutter.

*me. and Mrs. Lock always have time to stop what they are doing and help

the children-and their friends as they attempt to complete one of their

numerous projects. 'I'm often the meeting place of the community organi,

zations to which the family belongs. MY lawn and shrubbery have lost the

magazine picture look and dhow the result of several young hands learning

about nature and how things grow.

It isn't like me to overemphasizs my own.importance--I'm sur realize

that--but I amAhe place whare many needs are met. Fbr both t e Nelsons

and LoCks I changed from a "house" to a "home." I was able to meet their

needs for protection and a place to rest and gat well. I was adapted and

changed to meet other needs which each family considered important.

38
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S. M. 5 POLOR.AN ENVrRONMINT

The environment I want to color is

The things I want to do i this
environment ares.

The color or colors that I would like

'to utse ares

Name

Value

Intensity

Samplea of color or colors

gvery color,provides some stimulation of the senses. How much attention wodid

your favorite.color attract? Is it restful or exeiting? Write the name of
the color on the line below where you think it belongs.

'Low stimulation
(restful, does not
attract attention)

WiU your faVorite
activities listed?

High stimulation-

(exciting, attracts
attention)

color provide the level of stimulition you want for the

3 9
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S. M. 6 SPACE ACTIVITY innommallot.

Ey space is called It is.locates

I share this space with

Activities which I carry out in_this .PUrnishings which help me to carry

spade out activities

1.

6.

7.

8:

10.

4 0
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S. M. 7 CASE STUDY

Itirt I (Decide whether the room ia occupied by boys or girls and adapt the

-, cede study accordingly.)

Patti/Paul and Sarah/Steve share a room in their4family home. Sarah/Steve

is a third grader and Patti/Paul is in junior high school. The room they

share is about 15 feet long and 12 feet wide. It has two closets--one locate:1, ,

here and the other located at the end of the room. Wo windows facethe
front yard and another window is on:the side.,. The boys or girls use the room

for the following activities: sleeping, dressing, homework.

The beds are placed in these positions and the dresser, which is shared, is
placed at this point. Sarah/Steve has a table beside the bed which is loaded

with books and other personal belongings. Both of the boysAirls use the
room to read and carry out personal activities 4Ich they enjoy (ncsdel build

ing,and visiting and working with friends). Pat Paul (the junior high school

-student) also uses the room and the telephone to 1k with her/his friends.

Part II

Let's look in on Patti/Paul (the older) as he/she comes into the room after

school. I'll trace the path her/his footsteps might take as ,he/she goes about

her/his activities. Mill you watch closely and think about the furnishings
and their arrangement in helping her/him to carry out the particular acttvity.

Patti/Paul enters the room with her/his hands full of packages and walks over
to her/his bed and puts them down. Then he/she moves to the desk and clears

off the surface. It has some books on it and a opouple of crumpled sheets of

paper which he/she used in trying to dci last night's math. 'Patti/Paul puts
the paper in the wastebasket and puts the books on the floor under the desk.

He/she then gets the package from the bed and sits down at the desk and unwraps

it. The paper is rolled up into a ball and tossed at the wastebasket, but he/

, she miises it and so it lies a few feet from the basket. *After readinethe
directions for assembling the 1 Patti/Paul walks aver to the chest of

drawers (file cabinet, large box with shelves)/and gets several small bottles

of paint, some paint brushes and a container of solvent. These he/she carries:

back to the desk and puts down, then he/she goes back to the'stdrage area and
gets several newspagprs and several tubes of cement and goes to work at the

desk. He/she worksiTor 30 minutes until the phone rings. He/she reaches

.across the bed and answers it andthen goes back to work ap 4pr/hie desk. ,Iln

approximately 20 minutes, Paiti/Paul has finished the firsk'patt,dt the,

assembly procedure. Now things must dry and set before hefikbtl(can do anythir*

else.: He/she returns the materials to the storage spot, picks 4t the newspeter

and walks over to the basket and puts all the waste paper into J.-. 4

Patti's/Paul's father calls at this`mOment and reminds her/him that is

5:30 p.m..and time to help with some thinge downstairs.

4 1



S. M. 8 TRANSPMENCY FOR CASE STUDY
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S. M. 9 GRID FOR SCALE DRAWINGS (Scale: inch = 1 foot)

4 3
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S. N. 9 (cont'd) FURNITURE TEMPLATE'S Sca1ath4nch 1 'foot)
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4 4 )
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S. M. 9 (conttd) FURNITURE

7
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nES (Scale: -fr inch 1 foot)
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S. M. 10 THINOS I DO TO TAKE CARE OF SPACE-AND FURNISHINGS

DajEvery Zoo Once. Do Occ Have

a Week sionally Never
Done .

Wash the windows

Change light bulOs

Sweep floors

Vacuum floor's and rugs

Wax floors

.Mbp or scrub floors

Dust furniture.and accessories
..... ......... ..

Wax and polish furniture

Pick up and put away bookst
papers, rugsr clothing*, torls,
linens, etc.

Etpty wastebaskets

Clean-sinks, tubs, toilet bowls

Make beds

Water plants

Cther

er"

4 6
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J
, S. m.. 11 Inamoa STUDY PROJECTS: MAINTAINING A SPACE AND FURNISHINGS

Suggested tasks for _further study:

,l. Removing stains from porcelain enamel sink

2. Removing stains on chrOmium plated fixtures

3. Dusting with a pre-treated cloth made at home

a. soft lintless cloth
b. 2 tablespoons furniture polish .

c. jar or covered can.

Dusting with commercial product and cloth

,-,Ebsting with treated duster of paper or cloth

Maxing.furniture

Pblishing furnitu*re

6. Operating a vacuum cleaner

CleanIng windows and glass-

'kl
- usefulness for various tasks

a. home prepared solution
b. commercial solution /

O. Efficient effective swetping and dust mopping

, 9. Bed making

S.

4

47
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S. M. 12 CLEANING EQUIPMENT AND PRODUCTS

Did early families have to worry about cleaning their caves or tree sheltees?

Perhaps their tasks were simpler in one respect, since the list of products

and equipment for cleaning was not so iarge, Today ghere are a variety of

items which appear to give similar results. 2hch person hai.her/his fairorite.

Perhapaone person dusts with a worn pillowcase op-T-shirt that is tbo amall.
Someone else might use a cannister type vacuum cleaner. It is up to youto
make the decision. Some ideas that may help you decide include:

(Show transparency of equipment. Have studerita select items they feel)re

essential.)

There are many tools which are nice to have but not absolutely neceesry for
a clean home. Points to help you consider the need of an item are... (Put

on chaikboard.)

1. Area to be caeaned Cleaning equipment that can be used for only one
job is usually not practical unless there is an extremely large area t be

cleaned. For example, if you have only a 8 x 6 kitchen floor that ne s to

-------,--bewaxe4,-it-may not be practical to-have an automatic waxing and-buffing.

machine.

4

2. FUnction of the equipment If money is limited, it is wise to consider
a cleaning tool that will have more than one function. It would be nice o

own a carpet shampooer; but if shampooing a carpet is a seasonal Jo
would be mdre economical to rent this equipment. If carpet sham ing is

done more frequently, the shampooer may be a convenience.

3. Amount of time and energy required to use the equipment The convenience

of the equipnent must also be considered. A machine that does a cleaning job

.
in five minutes would not be very practical if it takes thirty minutes to get

it ready to use.
---1

4. 'Storage area.available for cleaning equipment If there is inadequate
storage area, cleaning equipment may contribute to clutter rather than to

orderliness.

5. Coit of the item Many items are available in a wide variety of prices.
In order to be practical, an item must fit into your budget.

6.. Desired end result Since values enter into decisions about cleaning
equipment, it is important to recognize the end result for which you strive.

. If it is important to you to have furniture free from.dust, you 'will need
equipment that will keep it that way.

48
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-S M. 12 CLEANING' EQUIPMENT AND PRODUCTS 1(cont'd)

eaning products guaranteed to Clean just dbout anything are available. FOr

wise selection of products, knowledge of the ingredients the products contain

is helpful.

The common ingredients in cleaning proaucts are: alkalis, acids, detergents,

/
abrasives, bleaches, sanitizers, and spirit solvents. C;

Ammonia and baking soda aie the best known alkalis. Their greatest asset i

removing dirt without rubbing;

Acids are cleaning products readily available in the home. Acids vary from

mild (vinegar and lemon juice) to'moderate (hydrochloric) to very strong

sulfUric, sodium sulphate). Cream of tartar is often used to sweeten

coffeemakers and brighten aluminum. Acids are also very helpful in removing

hard water deposits.

Detergents are alkalis which help to lobsen dirt. Mhen suds appear, you know

that some deter ent has been added.

Abrasives_wear_off_dirt by rubbing. Ekamples of abrasive materials are sand-

paper, plastic mesh, and steel wool. Ybu can recogniieTid-abrasibyfeeling-------

itp Caution needs to be used with abrasives, as continued use can sc atch the

surface.

Bleaches remove stains but, again, caution must be observed and directions

followed. Bleach, like alkalis, will darken aluminum.

Sanitizers kill bacteria and deodorize surfaces by killing the germs that

cause the odor.

Spirit solvents are similar to dry cleaning fluids. Their purpose is to remove

oily substances from surfaces where water would be harmful.

Following the directions on the label is of extreme importance. EV reading the

directions, you should know exactly how to use the products and what they can do.

Mhen reading the label, be sure to pay attention to the following:

1. Time cleaning products should be in contact with surface

Prolonged contact may ruin the surface.

2. Amount of cleaning product to use
Using more of the'product than necessary is expensive and may ruin

the surface.

3. Temperature of the cleaning solution
Best results are obtained by following the suggested temperature.

Warm solutions usually produce more satisfactory results.

4." Scrubbing action
How much effort will you have to add to the cleaning product for

the desired result?

14-30



S./M. 12 CLEANING EQUIPMENT AND PRODUCTS (cont'd)

ROw that yvu are informed about the selection and use of cleaning products
and tools, you should have some idea about the care of equipment. For best

results, follow the directions supplied by the manufacturer.

Following directions and using correct storage will contribute to satisfaction

/ derived from cleanliness.

50
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